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A TRUE

SUPERHERO

London, March 11

John Boyega dresses as his

Star Wars character Finn to meet

and play with young kids at

the Royal London

Hospital.

Has there ever
been a more

magical host than
Blake Shelton,

prancing around
as a unicorn?

All in the Family!
Modern Family’s Rico

Rodriguez arrives with
his older sister Raini.

DAD’S DAY OUT
L.A., March 13

Gavin Rossdale took his three sons
with ex-wife Gwen Stefani (from left,
Zuma, Apollo and Kingston) to the
AKID’s Egg Hunt event, where they

searched for treats in the sun.
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PICKS

MUSIC

Stefani’s
songs

are more
revealing than
any interview

she’s done
post-split.

EDITED BY TOM GLIATTO

Gwen Stefani, 
This Is What the
Truth Feels Like
The message is ‘Goodbye,

Gavin, hello, Blake,’ but this is more
than Stefani’s rebound album—it’s a
personal and artistic triumph

POP In the 10 years leading up
to her third solo effort, Stefani

suffered a long bout of writer’s
block—until, it seems, her
tumultuous, tabloid-fueling

split from Gavin Rossdale.
Bountiful inspiration

arrived in the form
of a new romantic

partner, country star Blake
Shelton, who was also

bouncing back after
heartbreak. As crank-up-
the-volume catchy as

they are personal, the
tunes onTruth chronicle

getting through pain (“I guess
nobody taught you how to love”—

ouch—she sings on lead single
“Used to Love You”) and becoming

receptive again to happiness (the lyrics
of “Truth”—“Maybe I deserve this boy
after all that I’ve been through”—suggest
that she’s indeed jake with Blake).
Finally, if apprehensively, she yields to
infatuation (as she puts it in “Misery,”
“You’re like drugs to me”). If you need
uplift after a breakup, this captivating
pop album won’t let you down.
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